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Abstract— Carotid strain imaging in 3D is not possible with 
conventional focused imaging, because the frame rate is too low. 
Plane wave ultrasound provides sufficiently high frame rates, 
albeit at the cost of image quality, especially in the off-axis 
direction due to the lack of focusing. Multiple techniques have 
been developed to cope with the low off-axis image quality when 
performing 2D (and in future 3D) motion estimation: cross 
correlation with directional beamforming (with or without RF 
(coherent) compounding) and displacement compounding. This 
study compares the precision of these techniques using linear 
array ultrasound data of a pulsating concentric homogeneous 
artery simulated using Field II. The transducer (fc = 9 MHz, 
pitch = 197.9 µm, 192 elements, fs = 180 MHz) transmitted plane 
waves at 3 sequentially alternating angles (0°, +θ, -θ) at a PRF of 
2 kHz. Simulations were repeated for θ ranging from 1° to 20° 
with increments of 1°. Displacements were estimated for frame 
intervals of 1/15th s, tracked, and cumulated from diastole to 
systole using either displacement compounding, or directional 
beamforming optionally enhanced by RF compounding. 1D 
directional beamforming with RF compounding and 2D 
displacement compounding with θ = ~20° performed equally and 
best with a relative root-mean-squared error of ~2% with respect 
to the analytical solution. The mean and standard deviation of 
the estimated motion direction for 2D displacement compounding 
with θ = 20° was 0.03° +/- 1.43°. Since displacement compounding 
requires no assumptions regarding the motion direction, this 
technique seems the best option for plane wave carotid strain 
imaging.  
Keywords—beamsteering; carotid; compounding; directional 
beamforming; motion estimation; plane wave; strain imaging; 
ultrasound; vascular. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Most people in Western society develop a disease called 
atherosclerosis when they age. Atherosclerosis is a systemic 
disease, which affects the geometry and mechanical properties 
of the arterial wall, due to the deposition of lipids, 
inflammatory cells, and other cellular debris inside the 
innermost layers of the arterial wall. Because of the change in 
geometry and mechanical properties, the deformation/strain 
pattern in the arterial wall caused by the pulsating blood also 
changes [1]. Intravascular studies in which ultrasound was used 
to estimate the radial strains in the coronary wall showed that it 
was possible to detect atherosclerotic plaques (localized 
regions of increased wall thickening) that were prone to rupture 
based on the strain pattern [2, 3]. The detection of plaques 
prone to rupture is very important, because plaque rupture is 
regarded as cause for at least 60% of all strokes and myocardial 
infarctions [4]. 
Techniques for noninvasive estimation of arterial wall 
strains by ultrasound also exist [5-10]. However, most of these 
techniques allow strain estimation in 2D imaging planes only, 
because they are based on conventional focused ultrasound 
acquisition, which frame rates are too low for extension to 3D. 
Ultrasound imaging at high frame rates is possible when 
transmitting unfocussed plane waves. Instead of recording one 
image line at a time, a plane wave is transmitted over the full 
aperture of the transducer, which allows the acquisition of one 
image plane and even one image volume at a time. The lack of 
focusing comes at a cost: the signal-to-noise ratio is lower, and 
side-lobe levels are higher, which mainly affect the off-axis 
(lateral/elevational) image quality. As a consequence, motion 
estimation in these off-axis directions is also difficult. Since it 
is known that an artery moves in all 3 directions over the 
pressure cycle, motion estimation in these off-axis directions 
must be precise, otherwise the extension from 2D strain 
imaging to 3D strain imaging is useless. In the past decade, 
several methods have been developed to improve motion 
estimation in the off-axis directions: cross correlation with 
directional beamforming [11-13], displacement compounding 
[14-16], and compounding of radiofrequency (RF) data 
(coherent compounding) [17]. This study compares the 
performance of these methods for noninvasive vascular strain 
estimation by using simulations of a pulsating artery.  
II. MATERIALS 
Ultrasound RF element data of a homogeneous artery 
(Young’s modulus, E = 170 kPa) with a concentric lumen were 
simulated over a pressure cycle using Field II [18, 19]. The 
inner vessel wall radius at 0 mmHg was 3.5 mm and the wall 
thickness was 1.5 mm. The vessel was deformed according to a 
pressure curve of a 75 year old man [20]. The pressure curve is 
shown in Fig. 1A. More than 10 scatterers were placed per 
resolution cell (350/mm3) to ensure fully developed speckle 
was generated [21]. The radial positions of the scatterers (R) in 
the wall were calculated for every 0.5 ms during the pressure 
cycle using the analytical plane strain equation for a 
homogeneous concentric tube [22]:  
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where p is the instantaneous pressure, r the radial position of a 
scatterer with respect to the lumen center at 0 mmHg pressure, 
and a and b are the inner and outer radius at 0 mmHg pressure, 
respectively. The Poisson’s ratio (ν) was set to 0.495. 
Ultrasound data were simulated for a linear array transducer 
(fc = 9 MHz, pitch = 198 µm, 192 elements) that transmitted 
plane waves at 3 sequentially alternating angles (0°, +θ, -θ) at a 
PRF of 2 kHz, see Fig. 2. Simulations were repeated for θ 
ranging from 1° to 20° with increments of 1°. No apodization 
was applied in transmit and 128 elements were simultaneously 
active. The received element RF data were beamformed using 
delay-and-sum beamforming with an F-number of 0.875. The 
maximum aperture width in receive was limited to 128 
elements. Hamming apodization was applied in receive. 
III. METHODS 
A. Displacement estimation: general settings 
All the investigated displacement estimation methods, 
which will be described in the next paragraphs, determine 
displacement estimates by calculating the location of the peak 
of normalized cross-correlation functions. These cross-
correlation functions are obtained by cross-correlating small 
kernels (template) of beamformed RF data from one ultrasound 
frame with larger kernels (search kernel) from another frame. 
To find the peak location at subsample level and, thus, to 
determine the motion at subsample level, parabolic 
interpolation was performed. Displacement vectors were 
estimated for 48 points equally distributed over two circles in 
the arterial wall, see Fig. 1B. The kernel sizes used for motion 
tracking were 0.43 x 0.43 mm2 for the template, and 0.86 x 
0.86 mm2 for the search kernel (2D cross-correlation). 
Additionally, displacement estimation was performed using 1D 
kernels of 0.43 mm and 0.86 mm (1D cross-correlation). Points 
were beamformed for every 4 µm (sampling rate = 180 MHz). 
The points in the vascular wall were tracked from the 
ultrasound frame at maximum pressure until the frame at 
minimum pressure using either displacement compounding, or 
directional beamforming optionally enhanced by RF 
compounding. The displacements were estimated for frame 
intervals of 66 ms. In case of compounding, subsequent 
acquisitions for the three angles were combined. A schematic 
overview of the different methods is presented in Fig. 2. 
B. Displacement compounding 
In displacement compounding, beamforming and cross-
correlation is performed in the direction of the steered plane 
waves [16]. The axial displacement estimate of the 00 
acquisition directly provides the vertical displacement. 
Projection of the axial displacements uax,θ and uax,-θ of the 
acquisition at +θ and -θ provides the horizontal displacement 
component: 
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From the horizontal and vertical displacement, the angle 
and magnitude of the 2D displacement is calculated. The 
strength of displacement compounding lies in the fact that the 
entire displacement vector is based on axial displacement 
estimates. Therefore, the reduced lateral image quality hardly 
affects the displacement estimation precision. 
C. Directional beamforming and RF compounding 
In directional beamforming, points are beamformed in the 
direction of motion, after which cross-correlation is carried out, 
hence, decorrelation due to out-of-plane motion is minimal 
[23]. In this study, the angle of motion is considered a given 
fact. Directional beamforming can be performed using 00 data 
only, but it can also be enhanced by adding the RF data from 
the other two transmission angles (RF compounding) [10, 17]. 
 
Fig. 1. A: Pressure curve of a 75-year old male that was used to deform a 
homogeneous concentric vessel. B: B-mode image of the artery at a 
pressure of 74 mmHg. Displacement estimation was performed from 
systole to diastole for the points in the arterial wall indicated by red dots. 
Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the transmission scheme, the displacement 
compounding method and the directional beamforming method enhanced 
by RF compounding. Displacement vectors have been enlarged for 
readability. 
In that case, beamforming is carried out at the same positions 
for all acquisition angles, after which the RF data are summed, 
and finally cross-correlated. The basic concept of RF 
compounding is the fact that it reduces the side-lobe levels, 
leading to an improvement in lateral image quality and 
improved displacement estimation performance.  
D. Analysis 
For each set of three acquisition angles, i.e. 0°, +θ, and -θ 
with θ ranging from 1° to 20° in steps of 1°, the precision of 
displacement compounding and directional beamforming (with 
RF compounding) was compared by calculating the relative 
root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the estimated 
displacement magnitude with respect to the analytical solution 
(ground truth). In case of displacement compounding, the mean 
and standard deviation of the estimated motion angles with 
respect to the ground truth angles were also determined. 
IV. RESULTS 
Fig. 3 shows the results for the various displacement 
estimation techniques as a function of the maximum plane 
wave angle. As can be observed the precision of 1D and 2D 
displacement compounding clearly improves as a function of 
the maximum plane wave angle. For 1D and 2D directional 
beamforming also an improvement is observed, although it is 
less pronounced. 1D directional beamforming outperforms 2D 
directional beamforming, whereas 2D displacement 
compounding outperforms 1D displacement compounding. 1D 
directional beamforming with RF compounding and 2D 
displacement compounding with θ = ~20° provide the most 
precise displacement estimates with a relative RMSE of ~2%. 
The mean and standard deviation of the estimated motion 
direction was 0.03° +/- 1.43° for 2D displacement 
compounding with θ = 20°, see Fig. 4. 
V. DISCUSSION 
The improvement in displacement compounding precision 
that was observed as a function of the maximum plane wave 
angle has been reported before for focused imaging [14]. For 
large plane wave angles, the angular axial estimates are more 
aligned with the horizontal displacement component, which 
enhances the precision of the projection. The improvements 
observed for RF compounding as a function of plane wave 
angle are a result of the reduction in the effective horizontal 
beamwidth and the reduction of side-lobes. 
The observation that 1D directional beamforming 
outperforms 2D directional beamforming is probably related 
to the fact that the displacement moves strains in the radial 
direction, which implies that more decorrelation occurs inside 
the kernel in case of 2D cross-correlation. The median cross-
correlation peak height for the 1D kernels was also slightly 
higher than that for 2D kernels, see Fig. 5. For displacement 
compounding 2D outperformed 1D. Thus, the same 
explanation does not hold for this method. The results for 
displacement compounding might be explained by the fact that 
the 1D cross-correlation was not performed in the direction of 
the displacement, and, therefore out-of-kernel displacement 
already caused de-correlations. This out-of-kernel 
displacement is probably partially corrected for in the 2D case, 
which explains why 2D displacement compounding is more 
precise. This explanation is again supported by Fig. 5: the 
median cross-correlation peak value is higher for 2D 
compared to 1D. 
In strain imaging usually spatial filtering is applied to 
remove outlying displacement values. In this paper this was 
not performed for two reasons: 1) to make a proper 
comparison between the methods without disturbance caused 
by nonlinear filtering, such as median filters, 2) because the 
displacement pixels were located at distances of >1 mm which 
is much larger than the distances of ~100 µm normally used in 
strain imaging. In flow imaging usually also temporal filtering 
 
Fig. 3. Relative RMSE of the estimated displacement magnitudes obtained 
with the various beam forming methods as a function of the maximum plane 
wave angle. 
 
Fig. 4. A. Mean error and B. standard deviation of the estimated 
displacement angle for 1D and 2D displacement compounding as a function 
of the maximum plane wave angle. 
 
Fig. 5. Median normalized cross-correlation peak values for all four methods 
as a function of the maximum plane wave angle. As can be observed the 
highest cross-correlation values are found for 1D directional beamforming. 
is applied. This was also not performed in this study. 
However, for in vivo application in carotid arteries, both 
temporal and spatial filtering might be useful to further 
enhance the stability and precision of the displacement and 
strain estimation. Temporal filtering is expected to be 
possible, because of the relatively slow displacement in 
between two frames with an inter-frame time of 1/PRF. 
Moreover, for an imaging depth of 3 cm, the PRF can even be 
further increased by a factor of ten. 
In this study, the angle of displacement was considered a 
given fact for the directional beamforming method. However, 
when measuring in vivo, the angle of displacement needs to be 
determined. One way to determine the angle in vivo is by 
repeating the beamforming and cross-correlation in multiple 
directions. Since it can be expected that the signal correlates 
most in the direction of motion, the direction with the highest 
cross-correlation peak value is considered as the direction of 
motion. It was shown in flow imaging applications that this 
approach can provide angle estimates with a precision of 2 to 
4° [23, 24]. However, since the approach is computationally 
expensive and it might be more difficult to find the correct 
angle in a de-correlating vascular strain field, 2D displacement 
compounding seems the best option for carotid strain imaging. 
A multi-step approach in which the angles estimated by 2D 
displacement compounding are used as input for 1D 
directional beamforming is also a possibility, although this 
again increases the computational load. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
2D displacement compounding using a 0° plane wave 
transmission combined with two tilted plane wave 
transmissions at angles of +20° and -20° provides a precise 
estimate of the angle and magnitude of displacements without 
input of prior knowledge of the direction of motion. Therefore, 
for 2D (and in future 3D) ultrafast carotid strain imaging, 
displacement compounding seems a better option than 
directional beamforming with RF compounding.  
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